- REMOVE BALLFIELD
- IMPROVED MULTI-USE FIELD
- NEW FIELD LIGHTING
- NEW PLAY EQUIPMENT
- NEW ADA TRAIL FROM 37TH TO PLAY CONTAINERS AND BUILDING
- NEW LIGHTING FOR TRAIL AND PARKING LOT
- WATER LINE REPAIR (2019)
- EXISTING WADING POOL
- EXISTING PLAY AREA
- DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS (2018)
- IMPROVED TENNIS COURTS INCLUDES PICKLE BALL STRIPING
- SIDE WALK TO 36TH AVE
- SIDE WALK TO COURTS
- HUMBOLDT AVE N
- KNOX AVE N
- N DOWLING AVE
- N 36TH AVE
- FOLWELL COMMUNITY CENTER
- EXISTING PLAY AREAS
- FOLWELL PARK - PHASE 1 IMPROVEMENTS
- NORTH